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The rationale for the 1983 Summer Institute in
the social sciences was that these disciplines
economics, sociology, and psychologywere,
and :are, being taught at the high school level by
teachers who are "educated too narrowly in the
discipline. They have not been given the oppot-
tunity to explore the basic questions surround-
ing knowledge within the discipline; they have
little exposure to the tradition within which
they are teaching.

In order to reach a subject well, one must he
conversant with the historical and philosophical
background of that subject through its primary
sources. If one takes current work in a social

'science and combines it with the history behind
those facts, then one can see clearly what ques-
tions and connections caused the social sciences
to evolve Into a distinct discipline. Likewise, if
one understands the commonalities ataong
social science, a, they etnerge to philosophical
discourse, one can discover the present-day con-
text of a particular discipline as it relates to other
disciplines.

Note from the Director
What emerges from these understandings?

The Institute postulated, first, that its partici-
pants would he better teachers as a result of per-
ceiving historical background and philosophical
commonalities; and second, that they could he
encouraged to move away from secondary
sources to primary sources in the classes they 040.!?

teach. Every indication is that the participants
in fact saw and were influenced by these two
thrusts. While curricular possibilities were diffi-
cult to predict at the close of the Institute, they
have since become clear in letters and state-
ments received from participating teachers.
Excerpts reproduced in this report show the cur-
ricular extension and impact of the Institute in
the teachers' own schools; and many urge a con-
tinuation of the Institute's primary approach in
other social science and humanities courses :It
the high school level.

Stuart Levine, Director of the 1983 Summer
Institute
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Background
In June 1983, under a grant from the National
Endowment for the Humanities, Bard College
conducted a four-week Summer Institute for
high school teachers entitled "Bet Ore Social Sci-
ence: The Roots of Economics, Psychology, and
Sociology in Philosophy and History."

The goal of the Institute was two-fold. By

providing high-school teachers and their stu-
dents with the philosophical and historical roots
of the social sciences, it aimed to relate their
knowledge to their courses of study and thus to
improve high-school teaching. By using the
classical texts of .he humanities as its mediating
materials, it served to close the gap between
high-school and college teachersto establish
those monographs as the foundation for social

studies teaching at any level.
The challenge facing the Institute was a tradi-

tional lack of success in integrating the social

4

sciences into the high-school curriculum. Until
recently, psychology, sociology, and economics
were rarely even taught on the high-school level
or were only ofte-ed as electives or as limited
components of social studies courses. Even with
the current recognition of the si!Titicance of the
social sciences, very few hil111 mots hire
trained economists, psychok gists, or sociol-
ogists to teach these courses on a full-lime basis.
Most commonly, a social studies teacher with
little or no preparation is assigned the responsi-
bility Im covering specialized material in the
social sciences. 1,1 these courses, only brief refer-
ences are in;' .e to the great think:rs who "cr
the ages havr shaped and defined the social sci-
ences, and the work of contemporary theorists
may he paraphrased and condensed into dull
expositions, devoid of the life of the original
theory. Too often, high-school teachers and
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their students Lurk tu stkind exposure to the
writings of those men and women who for-
mulated the early philosophical foundations of
modem thought or who carry them through in
the present da, . Y-t it is only through immer-
sion in the disc. es and conclusions Of the

philosophers of the past and the intellectual
leaders of our own time dm students and
teachers can really experience the vitality and
the ultimate historical implications of the social
sciences.

The lust itlItt''N response n, this challenge was
to reinvest the teaching experience in the social

sciences with the underl ;mg knowledge that
created these held, of Nrudy in the hrst place.
The program aimed to provide participants with
a working knowledge of the foundations and
assumptions Influencing present-day econom-

ics. psychology, .1111/41 siicioloa. l Itilizing prim-

4

my works by the most important philosophers

and writers of Western civilization, the institute
taught high-school teachers the use. of such
benchmark texts in actual classroom teaching.
By reading and raising questions about these
classical works, the teachers would litter he able
to build bridge's for themselves and their stu-
dents, between philosophical and even literary
tradition and the highly professionalize.' discip-
lines of psychology, sociology, and economic,.
By perceiving these disciplines as the natural
outgrowth of issues in philosonhy and history,
the' teachers could enrich and enliven their
classroom work. The focal point was the social
sciences, kit the methodology, the perspective,

and the' tools we're those (4 the litinlatiltle



The first three weeks of the Summer Institute
were divided amOng the disciplines of econom-
ics, psycholow, , and sociology and stressed their
historical underpinnings; the fourth week was
devoted to philosophical and curticular issues
affecting all three disciplines. For the first three
weeks, the participating teachers, or Fellows,
split into three groups. Each group devoted one
week to each of the three disciplines
economics, psychology, sociologyin varying
succession.

Each mottling, two sessions were conducted
in each discipline. Two faculty members con-
ducted these sessions; one focused on recent and
contemporary theory, while the other consid-
ered the historical origins of such current work.
The presence of both faculty members at hiqk

sessions provided continuity and helped to form
meaningful connections between contemporary
thought and its historical context. (See Figs. 1,
2, and 3.)

Afternoons consisted of individual confer-
ences between Institute faculty and Fellows,
special meetings, and time for reading course
material (see Bibliography) Evening guest lec-
tures included such kipics as the sociology of
higher education, dI,sc ussed by Jerome Karabel
of Harvard University, and the prospects of radi-
cal ecinmmics, discussed by Herbert Gintis of
the University of Massachusetts.

The fourth and final week of the Institute
focused on the underlying critical philosophical
questions which unite the three disciplines and
which play a major role in their individual

) 4 )



theory and application. Seeking to develop a
basis for the philosophical commonalities of the
disciplines, philosopher Robert Solomon, who
led the sessions, discussed how philosophical
notions enter into each of the social scienc
and tie them together. The three formal lectures
delivered by Professor Solomon were based
directly on .eminars which had covered each of
the disciplines during the course of the Institute,
and thus related the prior work that Fellows had
done to the new, integrative concepts pre-
sented. (See Fig. 4. )

In addition to the philosophy forum, the
fourth week was devoted to devising effective
ways of integrating Institute material with
high - school orricula. Fellows divided into two
groups,- each of which met daily wi th three

faculty members to define curriculum mi difi-
cat ion goals and discuss implentation strategic.,
for their own cl.assrooms. Early in the week, an
Institute-wide discussion was held to review the
first three weeks; later in the week it was fol-
lowed by an "Open Forum on Issues and Proh-
terns_ in the Social Sciences," which built on
material covered to create a dialogue between
Fellows and faculty.

Finally, a special workshop was conducted for
Institute Fellows by Bard's nationally known
Institute for Writing and Thinking. The pur-
pose of this workshop was to acquaint Fellows
with techniques and approaches they might use
to foster the development of critical thinking
and writing skills in their sruc!mts.
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Economics
Joe Morreale
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"I milli say that the 1981 Summer Institlite was

one of the most positive experiences I've had in

my college teaching career. It gave me a chance

to address a group of adults in my field of social
studies on both historical and contemporary.
issues. I regained my own sense of history in the

discipline, the roots of economics, as I tried to

challenge the other participants in the course. I

think, too, that the Institute broadened my

"Our purpose was to show the links between

economic problems and theories past and pres-

ent. The participant response suggests that our

plan was a good one. About one-third of the

participants were teaching economics at the
high-school level. Many of those who teach his-

tory told us that our lectures and the reading of

psi and present economic theories helped them

to integrate the intellectual history of the 18th

and 19th ienturies with their knowledge of his-

torical events.
"Economic problems and theories are but one

of many cultural tinces, but the participants in
the Institute seemed to agree that CCOMMUCN is a

understanding of both the high-sch.iol situation

and the high-school student. I realized what pos-

sibi44-As there were in the high-school social
studies curriculum, just waiting to he tapped.

The experience prompted me to participate in a

rec..nt State Council on the Social Sciences,
where secondary and college educators met to

discuss the future of s(lelal studies learning in the

high school."

rowertul co was delighted to learn

that at least one high- school students

found OUT approach far more stimulant(); than an

abstract coy siderat it in of graplv md charts pre-
sented outside a cultural context.

"During the 1985 January Conference

chanced to meet one n* the participants who
teaches in Peonsylvania. IIe told me that he

now reaches economics as a speciat hind of intel-

lectual history, and that t hi., technique discov-

ered during the Bard Summer Institute 'really
works.' Validation from a practitioner in the

field is the highest form of pra ise."



FIRST CLASS

Monday.
_Neo-classical Economics: Keynesians vs.,Mi)netarists

.Friedman, Capitalism and Freedom, selections

Tuesday
Classical Economics vs. Mercantibsm

Mun, "England's Treasure by Foreign Trade"; Turgot,
"Reflections on the Formation and Dwribut ion of
Wealth": Smith, "The Wealth of Nat ions"*

Wednesday
Radical Political 'Marxist Economics

Best t.. (.:hinnolIN, The Polittozed Economy. elections

Thurstlav
Radical Cooperat twist Econcimics

Schumacher, \mall is selections

Frida
Post-KeN Econoinic

Galbraith, hi-onomics and the Public Purpose, selec-
tions

4iv

SECOND CLASS

Keynesian Economics

Lekachman, The Age of Keynes, selections

Discussion of Relationship Key nesians vs.

Monetarists

Marxist Economics

Marx. "Capital"'

f9th-Centu, y Population and Utopian Economics,

Malthus, "An Essay on the Principle of Population";
Owen, "A New View of Society".

Post-Keynesian Economics,.

Vehlei, "The Theory of the Leisure Class"

From Abbott. Masterworks of Economics

9

\igure,1 Economics

The design of the economics cur-
tic ulum centers on the tying of con-
temporary economic thinking to its
historic al and philosophical roots.
Five ontemporary schoolS of
economic thoughtare considered
(Neu-Classical-Monetarist, Neo-
Classical-Keynesian, Radical Political
Marzi,t, Radical Cooperativist and
Fist- Keynesian). Over the five days,
ten two-hour classes are offered.,
halt presenting the contemporat+
vies, and half presenting each one's
hist iric al roots.

Bot ofes-.r, will attend each
s, each being primarilyresponsi-
tor one class each day and the

other taking the role of active
auditor. The reading assignments tt.

are held to 200 pages a day, and
material is carefully selected for its
ease of readability. A special infor-
mal seminar will be held sometime
in the afternoon on Thursday or Fri-
day to discuss the relationship of
contemporary schools of economic
thought and their historical roots to
supply-side economics and
Reaganomics.



Psychology
Eugene Taylor

Associate in Psychiath at the Har-
vard Medical School and Consultant
in the History of Psychiatry at Massa-
Zitusetts General Hospital, Eugene
Taylor is the at thor of William Wile,
on f rc eptron.il and of
many scholarly articles in thhistory
of psychology. As faculty member
for the first class, he foe used on the
historical background or the held.

Richard Gordon

Assoc late Protess(u c>1 Psl,( hology at
Bard College. Ka hard Go thin
received the P11.1 ). iron e Gradu-
ate Faciilty of the Nev. tic huol for
Social Resear( h. His areas of ape-
ualty Inc lude abnormal psyc hology,
personality and c Ilnu aI psyc hology,
psychotherapy. and psyc hological
anthropology. As taculty for the sec -

bond class in psvc hologv at the Sum-
mer Institute. he toc used primarily
on contemporary and theoretical
perspectives in psychology.

"The plan of presenting some of the core of each
of these disciplines, 'Oven added depth by add-
ing historical commentary, set the stage for a
potentially interesting dialogue just within the
faculty, not to mention the students, and could
be a model for increasing communication be-
tween many other disciplines.... The idea that
philosophy might somehow inform the social
sciences is refreshing, in that such dialogues as
those encountered in the Summer Institute cer-

"I wanted, in five days, to give the participants
five major conteniporary perspectives on prob-
lems or viewpoints in twentieth-century psychol-
ogy. The five areas I chose presented sufficient
breadth to be of interest, ultimately, to the high-
school students with whom these teachers were
concerned; and at the same time, these issues
presented a certain intensity within the field
which engaged participants' interest.

"Many of the teachers fitd some background
in psychology, but within that large designatiOn
there was a great diversity of knowledge and

tainly constitute an optimistic agenda for philos-
ophy in the futur". The goals of the Institute
seemed partiplarly reasonable, in that its pur-
pose was specifically stated as not intending to
draft some grand design for the integration of the
disciplines, but rather to achieve the more real-
istic goals of awakening interest, sponsoring
interdisciplinary communication, and at least
suggesting innovative ideas for curriculum plan-
ning."

opinion. Some taught psychology as a course,
others incorporated it into the social studies
curriculum. I think that we succeeded in find-
ing. theoretical applicationsto therapy, to
social psychology, and to other areasthat have
since proven useful in the teachers' classrooms.
Gaining the broad perspective for the teachers
themselves, however, was the most important
element."

10



J1RS F CLASS

Monday

4
.

A History of Psychology. by Decode, since 1870

James. Talks co.-FA:when and Students on Socirt "tif 1.1e;

Weal%

Tue.ja,
The I hstor ut -Pheorental Clurovency among
tichools ut P..% choli,gi:al 'flu night

Kuhn. the shut cure 14 scientific RitMution,..
t1)11v, ti1dslow, the Ps. chi Ili irs. N. t'. selec tic ins

Wednesda
The I 'mina. a 1 Pasis ot :x let hock ilogical

Boring Si. 1 lerrnstein. Hie Hutory of Experimental
soles t le if is

Thasdas
Historical reispe. fn. es on I he Protession of
Psyc hl iltigy

I it,:idbreller, \cult Pss,hologics. selections

Friday
P.ty..-11, nni .11 Tlfeiiry anti Atito1nogra,lfs

Gifford, hoanals us, Psst hotherapy and the New
England Medical Si.-enc. selections

. N
SECOND CLASS

Ivy,i.116a11,11vtic.Tiesiry

frecit, The Outline of Psyhoanaiyw,
frinuAcontemporary literature

...

Analytical Psychology

plus one paper t

Jung, Analytical Psychology:

Its Thitry and Practice.
selectllllh

Behaviorism and the llama n iltic Challenge

Skinner*, Science and Human Behavior; Rows,. On
BeLoming a Person, selections

Contemporary r :search and Theory on Slew and
:aming

Dentcy Some Mum Cirh Wilde some Must Sky)

Centemporary Theory and Research on Madness

Snyder, Madness ..nd the Brain, selections; Lung St
Esterson, &may, Mildness and the family, case history

11

FigQre 2 Psychologys

Purpo,o of the first class: To provide
the high.school teacher with an
awareness ot the historical and
philosophical controversies in
psychology' as well as a view of the
he.tory o-the profession.

Purpose 01 the second class: To pro-
vide the high school teacher,
th:ough readings of primary,
sources, with an ovetview °Nod-
ern theoretical controversies in
psyc hology, is well as some selected
topics in empirical research (i.e ,
contemporary research on sleep and
dreaming and research on madness:

.01



Sociology
Suzanne Vromen

Acsociate Protessor of Sociology and
Coordinator ot Women's Studies at
Hard College. Suzanne Vromen

-received the M.A. and Ph.D. from
New York University. She is a con-
tributor to several protes:aonol Jour-
nals, among them Re% >ett(1, SO( la/
I ;won Amer( an Reim% iwal sI lent's!.
and ( f 11.111 'stg Uh f )11 ills
tat ulty Menther tig the first c lass in
ux ioiogv at the Institute. she
to( used primarily on the historic,,,
bar kgrounr4 of the held.

Charles Lemert

Protessoriot ,or .tithe' John I .

Andrus enter for Pulflit Attairs of
WeNle an LInmersit . < harles
Lemert ()alitlitil t)! in he/
Io..1 milt a stuch, in the F rem h
4,4 iologiNt A' tat ulty member for
the set ind r lass in sot trilogy. Dr.
Lesnert tot prin.arik on c on-
temporan, and theoretical persRec
tiy'ei. in the field.

..v

"When we speak of the benefits of the Institute,
I think we have to confirm that these four
weeks were primarily for the teachers themselves.
What the participants brought to the Institute,
and what they gained from it, is broader than
any specific subject areaand has to do with
excitement about the pursuit of knowledge.. .

"Specifically, the Institute succeeded in
establishing the continuity of socte major
assumptidns of the social sciences. In sociology,
I Examined the ways in which the field was
'gender-blind' until recently, when feminist
scholarship introduced gender as a factot' of

"I was impressed by the qua'ity of the high
school teachers participating in the Institute.
They did an enormous atnount of reading in a
very short period of time. From everythihg I
could tell they were, in spite of being over-
whelmed with ideas, able to appropriate a great
deal. It should also be said that the Institute was
gr6t fun. I believe that most everyone there,
myself included, gained a good deal of pleasure.
As for myself, specifically, I there met an out-.

.

analysis; I also brought up new scholarship in the
sociology of the family.

"Participants were both dedicated and chal
lenging. The quantity of material assimilated
was amazing.we asked the impossible and they
accomplished it. For me, the chance to teach
professional teachers and to work in tandem
with another sociologist was very rewarding.

"I hope a program similar to the Institute's is
tried againperhaps, next time, with a 'cur-
riculum linked to the history of ideas, which is
the grounding Snot only for the social sciences,
but for all intellectual pursuits."

standing teacher from Culver Academy in
Indiana. He impressed me so much that I sent
my son to Culver for summer school and it
changed his life. I came away from the Institute
with warm affection for Bard and deep respect
for the quality of some teachers in our secondary
schools."



FIRST CLASS

Monday
The Social Order and the Construction of Reality

Berger, Invitation to Sociology: A Humanistic Perspec-
tive; Mils, The Sociological imagination

Tuesday
Social Order and Construct ion'of Reality, cont.

Goffman, The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life,
selections

Wednesday
The Social Order and Deviance

Erikson, Wayward Puritans, selections; Merton,
Anomie and Social Structure

Thursday
Sociology as Radical Critique

Bowles 6: Gintis, Schooling in Capitalist America,
select ions

Fridati
Sotiology as Radical Critique, cont.

Karabel & Halsey, Power and Ideology in Education

SECOND CLASS .

Weber, "Politics as a Vocation," "Science as a Voca-
tion," "Basic Concepts in Sociology" (from Essays in
Sociology)

Durkheim, Rules r,f the Sociological Methods, selec-
tions; Suicide, selections

Continuation of first class

Marx, German Ideology, selections; The Communist
Manifesto

Weber, Class Status and Party

4
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Figure 3 Sociology

Rationale: To present the historical
and philosophical context in which
Silt iology arises as a discipline, and
to show how some contemporary
theoretical perspectives are tied to
it. In the process, we will address
sociology as an interpretative
enterprise, in which the social order
is «mstrui ted , and as a critique of
soc



The Power of Capital
On the Inadequacy of the Conception of the Capitalist Economy as "Private"

Herbert Gintis

Special lecturers in economics and
sociology, as well as a spe( ial work-
shop with Hard's Institute for Writ-
ing and Thinking, were an important
facet of the fourweek Institute.
Following (s an excerpt tram the
address delivered to the part( ipants
by Herbert Gintis, 01 the Depart-
ment ot I «ommit s. Untwrsitv 01
Mas,a( hit wtt...

Liberal political theory holds that the just soci-
ety must ensure liberty. Democratic political
theory holds that the just society must ensure
popular sovereignty. Liberal democratic theory
generally supports the application of both liberal
and democratic principles to the state, while
supporting the application of the liberal prin-
ciple alone to the economy. Thus according to
liberal democratic norms, capitalist economies
may represent a just form of social organization.
I contend that liberal democratic theory supplies
no coherent justification for this asymmetric
treatment of state and economy.

This fault stems,. I believe, from the incorrect
notion that the capitalist economy is a "private"
spherei.e., that its operation does not involve
the socially consequential exee.:ise of power.
One might argue that the economy, perhaps
when suitably controlled by the democratic
state, should remain private. This, however, is
beside the point. For if my argument is correct,
the capitalist economy is not now a private
sphere, and the basic issue concerns its proper
organization as a public sphere.

I suggest that the capitalist economy confers

three types of socially consequential power upon
owners of capital. First owners exercise command
over production, through which the organization
of th° work process and the ordering about of
workers are tailored to the interests of capital.
Second, owners exercise command over invest-
ment, imparting a systematic bias to the range of
organizational forms of business enterprise per-
mitted to flourish. Finally, owners exercise com-
mand over state economic policy, through
which substantive limits are placed upon the
range of democratic control of economic fife.

The notion that the capitalist economy is
private is based on two central proposition4 from
neoclassical economics. The first asserts that the
exchange between capitalist and worker has the
same character as other and presumably
"private" exchanges: the employer thus has no
more power over the worker than the shopper
over the grocer, or any.other buyer over a seller.
We shall call this the Labor Commodity propo-
sition. The second asserts that freely operating
capital markets divorce ownership from control:
any entrepreneur with a mousetrap or a better
way of doing business. can find the capital it

14 (continued on last page)



Figure 4 Philosophical, Historical, and Curriculum Issues

Months
Lecture and discussion: "Pluralism and Paradigms" 'Readings: MacIntyre, Alter Vatue. Ch. 1, 2, 7, ti;

Open forum: "What I Live We Been Up To for the Kuhn, The Structure 01 s,ientifie Retuluumv., selet-
Past Three Weeks! . t

Tut .i.t
Let.t,re and discussion: "Ethics, Ethos, and Ethical Readings: Maclistyre, Ajtei Virtue, ChN. 3.6, 9
Theory"
Forum: Curricular Possibilities and Implications

WednesdaN
Lecture and disc tission: "Virtue vs. Morality"
Frutis: (:urrictilar Possibilities .1K! Implications

Roadings: Mac 'nore, Alto Virtue, Chs. 10, 12. 14.
15, 18

Thursdas
Plenary le11lin: Open FL quill on Issues and Problems Workshop: Bard Language and Thinking Program
in the Sot 4,11 tic let:ie,
Lecture. "Psslhtd,q.0,- ,I lenCe ut the Whole
Pc nun"

Farewell Forum Afternotm set aside for reading, discussion, relaxation.

15



Taking It With You:
Applications in the Classroom

At the conclusion of the Institute, it was clear
that the broad geographical diversity of the Fel-

lows (who came from eleven states and three

foreign countries) and the active particspation
allowed by the small-seminar format had com-

bined to yield an unusually high degree of indi-

vidual interest in and commitment to the goals

of the Institute. Initial responses to question-
naires indicated that by exposing teachers to
significant primary texts in the history and
philosophy of three social sciences, the Institute
not only broadened understanding of the discip-

lines and their contemporary applications, but

also clarified the critical connections among the
disciplines. In addition, enabling Fellows to
engage in discussion and dialogue with their

peeri stimulated a new enthusiasm for teaching

and a new perception of sociology, psychology,
and economics as they are related to the basic

concerns and achievementof individuals and of
societies through the ages. (See Figs. 5, 5a.)

Curricular implications took longer to
analyze, but over the course of the year following
the Institute, a number of Fellows were able to
apply not only broad concepts but specific l
tures and readings to their high-school pEms
in economics, psychology, and sociology.
Excerpts from.statements submitted later in the

year to Institute. faculty provide the best indica-
tion of curricular impact, as well as suggesting

new directions for the social sciences/

humanities bridge established by the Institute.



"For me, initially and foremost, I think of the
tremendous personal intellectual and academic
stimulation I received through my experience at
Bard. The daily curricular challenges, the long
hours of individual reading, as well as the
numerous classroom and individual interactions
of ideas and views with others was a kind of

"You began to get at a task that I think has long
needed attention when you introduced
philosophy into the curriculum. The social sci-
ences need to he informed by philosophy, their
original mother. Consider, for example,- how
epistemology is needed. Each discipline studied

"I can ilo;.estly say with pride that I had an
opportunity m work with some .of the finest
academicians who gave me so much to bring
back to my school in the way of new ideas and

experience I had not had in many years of teach.
ing on the public secondary school level....
The extensive bibliographical sources in all sub-
ject areas, but mostly in economics and sociol-
ogy, are now being used by department members
and are on file in the library along with all of the
texts I received as a participant,"

last month showed itself seized with problems of
knowledge of itself, of what it regards as reality,
of what should stand as its factual basis. In addi-
tion to these substantive issues are the epis-
temological-problems and opportunities of social
science teaching."

approaches in secondary education.... I made
some close friends, and we plan to exchange
feedback regarding the actual implementation
of what we learned at Bard."
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P.R., Tollgate High School,
Rhode Island

R.W., Lexington High
School, Massachusetts

S.S., Ruam Rudi
International School,
Thailand



C. R.D., Lexington High
Schools; Massachusetts

M.D., Mt. Greylock Regional
High School, Massachusetts,
on leave at fhe University of
New Mexico

R.I., Boyertown Area School
District Pennsylvania

"I was astounded at the changes which have
taken place since I left graduate school in 1965.
It was a real revelation and a comfort too,

"My studies [on sabbatical] have been interdis-
ciplinary in the fields of anthropology, history,
and literature. The Institute broadened my
understanding of sociology, psychology, and
economics and thereby iticrewed my ability to
correlate the various disciplines and encode
their relationships.... I have been assigned two
sections of Freshman English as a teaching

"Not only did I change my approach and course
outline, but I now have a greater feeling of confi-
dence and competence. The impact had its
major effect in economics, since that is the

course I teach. Specifically, I structured the
course outline to cover the history, principles,
and theory of economics.... One of the benefits
I treasured most was the readmg list. It offered
both depth and breadth, thus enabling me to
cover the history of economics, show how two
views evolved, and require students to read two
contemporary approaches. Concurrently, the
faculty played no small part in guiding us
through the books with stimulating lectures,

because I thought I was alone in much of my
thinking. In face, I found out I was part ()la
much broader stream than I had imagined."

associate. Little did I know that the Writing
Workshops I attended would be so valu-
able!... Upon my return, I shall be prepared to
make a valuable.contribut ion: economics will be

a significant part of our United States history
curriculum. The Institute helped to convince
me of its value."

some of which I have used in my classroom. The
sociology and psychology parts of the Institute
strengthened my presentation of economic
theory. For example, by making known real
social and psychological factors, it was easier to
make clear why certain economic theories are
used or, indeed, workable. Finally, my, principal
appointed me to chair a committee whose
chart;e is to design a program for gifted students.
The experience and knowledge that I received
from Bard's Summer Institute will serve me well
in planning a Humanities course for the senior
gifted students."

18



"The social history survey course is a unique
development in our high school, open to our top
students.... The course is taught compara-
lively, both American and European history,
and covered topically through the following
themes: work and leisure; childhood and family;
health and medicine; crime and law enforce-
ment. The invaluable notes I gained and the

"As a curriculum director and instructor of
teacher trainees, I have also found the Institute
useful when I am working with behavioral scien-
tists. While I had taken the obligatory courses in
college and gra0uate school, I now feel better
equipped to talk with them and help them with

"I thought the Institute well planned and more
than worth the journey from Geneva. The
economics course has already provided materials
for inclusion in courses offered at all grade
levels.... Aspects of the sociology-course have
also proved very useful.... The psychology

readings covered by lectures and discussions per-
meated all of these topics.... In discussions this
past school year with educators from the State
University of New York, their surprise was at the
advanced materials I was able to utilize for my
students, thanks to a tremendously profitable
Summer Institute."

their curricular and daily planning. This confi-
dence stems from the enriched backgrounding I
received in the behavioral sciences at the
Institute plus the insights into the field I gained
from some newer works I had never known
before."

course has added another dimension to my
20th-century history courses by, for example,
linking the impact of Freed to the post-World
War I emancipation of women and the wide-
spread breakdown of established social

values...."
19

B.M., Sachem High School,
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C.D., Lexington High
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J.S., Ecole Internationale de
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Figure 5 1983 Skimmer Institute for High School Teachers: An Evaluation

fi Overall Ratings °, Institute ( (m() Component Mean'

!Wilts Economics I tContemporary) 4.75

Economics 11 (Historical) 4.81

Psychology I (Contemporary) 4.31

Psychology II (Historical) 4.31

Sociology I (Contemporary) 4.25
Sociology 11 (Historical) 4.38

Philosophy 4.25
Curricular Possibilities 3:43.

Faculty Forums 3.93

Writing Workshop 4.29

t)vera II Ratings ot Institute Result, As a result of the Institute I feel more confident to 4.27

teach in the social sciences.

1 expect that the Institute will influence my curricular 4.21

plans.

The Institute has increased my awareness of interdis 4.53

ciplinary ideas.

The goals of the Institute were made clear. 4.47

Throughout the Institute I felt tree to ask questions >r 4.80

state my opinion.
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'Rated on 1 to 5 scale, 1 = strongly disagree

5 = strongly agree



Figure 5a

Item

MEAN

Economics Psychology Sociology

Additional haling~ of Institute, by
Section

Philosophy

Objectives for each segment of. the Institute were
made clear.

4.73 4.07 4.13 3.67

Class time was used well. 4.M6 14.36 4.57 3.64

Challenging questions and problems for discussion
were raised ui seminar.

4.62 3.92 4.38 4.00

There was enough time to do the work assigned. 5.00 3.2 3 2.77 3.31

.Each segment stimulated in interest in the subject 5.00 4.57 4.36 4.21

matter of the discipline.
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Figure 6. Direct applications of the Bard institute: some examples

Course
A.P. American History and A.P. European History
(including economic philosophy an history. of
economic thought)

A.P. American History and A.P. European History:
grow th and process apolitical systems; psychohistory

Social History

Economics

Sociology

lOth-Ceinury

A P. American Hi.aory

Native American Si tidies and Minority Sullies

Psychology: personality theory

I Ot h.grade History

Soc ial Science

Freshman English
v 22

Materials used
Thurow, Zero-Sum Society;
Beautiful

Erikson, Wayward Puritans

Schumacher, Small Is

Freud, Civilization and Its Discontents; Durkheiin,
Rules of the Sociological Method (sections on values);
Weber, Class Status and Party

Institute lectures on "Keynesian Economics," "19th
Century Population .ard Utopian Economics," and
on context

Weber, .lass Status and Party

Psychology lectures, especially on Freud and the
emancipation of women

Lectures. in economics

Coffman, The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life

Lecture by Gene Taylor, "Psychology as a Science of
the Whole Person"

Marx, German Meology, The Communist Manifesto

Weber, Class Status end Party

Writing and Thinking program (4th week)
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Oirins, The Pow;m. of Capital," continued
needs. The dictates of competitive survival
determine economic outcomes. We will call this
the Asset Neutrality proposition.

I shall argue, in contrast to 'the Labor Com-
moLfity proposition, that there are two charac-
teristics of labor which set it a: ,art from the gen-
eral attributes of commodities in a neoclassical
model. The by st is the inseparability of the
worker from the labor service supplied: labor is
embodied in and inalienable from economic
agents. The second is the general superiority of
production techniques which bring together in
one location, and in direct interaction, the
labors of distinct workers. We shall refer to this
aspect of productlin as the economies of proxim-

ity. Together these two characteristics imply the
social nature of production: the capitalist enter -
prise 'brings into social and physical interaction
not only the labor services supplied to the
employer, but the very suppliers of these services.
It will follow that major aspects of the contract
between capitalilt and worker are not guaran-
teed by the formal terms of contract, but rather
are directly contingent upon the capitalist's con-
401 of the work process. From tbiese premises it
will he shown that the command of capital over
labor represents socially significant exercise of
power.

My rejection of the Labor Commodity propo-

. .

sition is without substantive import unless I can
also stistain the argument that democratically
controlled firms are, all else equal, econornicall/
more efficient than their capitalist controlled
counterparts. Yet if they are more efficient, why
do they not win our in the competitive market
place? Clearly the Asset Neutrality proposition
would predict precisely this outcome. The Asset
Neutrality proposition, however, is not correct.
The privileged access to funds enjoyed by those
already well endowed an be shown to stem
quite simply from the dictates of competitive
profit maximization on the part of lenders.

The Asset Neutrality proposition shares with
the Labor Commodity proposition the following
weakness: the enforcing of the contractual quid pro
quo is taken as unproblematic, when in fact
enforcement represents the central concern of, in
the one case the purchaser of labor, and in the
other the lender of capital funds. The lender is
particularly concerned with the possibility of
default, and to ensure non-default, strives to
establish conditions under which the borrower
as well as the lender stands to lose from default,
and hence will he properly motivated to avoid
default. In the case of the lending of capital, the
symmetrical position of buyer and seller is

ensured normally by the requirement of collat-
eral, itself represented by the possession of
wealth.
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